
BLUE TOOTH ADAPTER USE ONLY 

 

To connect your mobile phone or any other device 

which has a Blue Tooth connection follow the below 

instructions. 
  

The Stage Sound and Lighting Box is located behind the curtains on stage 

on the right hand side.  You will need a code to the key box on stage 

underneath the light switch (turn on stage lights) next to the stage sound 

and lighting box to obtain a key to the padlock on the doors of the stage 

sound & lighting box.   

Please return the key to the box once the padlock is open and scramble the 

numbers of the key box. 

When using this adapter please stay near the stage with the device that you wish 

to use with the Blue Tooth Adapter, do not move the device to the rear of the 

Hall as you will lose connection with the Blue Tooth adapter. 

 

Start-Up Instructions 

Unlock the metal rack underneath the Stage & Sound Lighting Box. 

Keys are in the Stage Sound & Lighting Box, bottom shelf, on the left on a hook 

on the wall. 

Turn on power plugs situated at the rear of the bottom shelf in the Stage Sound 

& Lighting Box for the light; Sound Desk and Blue Tooth Adapter. 

Press the power button on the following equipment in the metal rack; Hearing 

Loop; Amp 1 and Denon Amp. 

Locate the multi remote control, kept in its cradle on the bottom shelf in the 

Stage Sound & Lighting Box. 

 

Locate the multi remote control, kept in its cradle on the bottom shelf in the 

Stage Sound & Lighting Box. 

Activate the screen on the multi remote control by touching the screen; make 

sure it displays the home screen as below picture, if not press the house icon on 

the multi remote control. 

 

If the screen is completely blank then press and hold down the ‘off’ button 

located at the top of the remote for 3 seconds, the remote will power on and 

display the below home screen. 



 

 
 

Press ‘Enable Sound Desk’ caption on the multi remote control; this will 

activate the Sound Desk and Blue Tooth Adapter.   

On the Blue Tooth adapter (which is located on top of the suppressor) itself 

press the ‘Pair Button’ which is located on the rear of the device. 

On your device locate Blue Tooth devices available where DN-200BR should 

be displayed and connect to that device. 

Once connected you can control the volume using your device, the Sound Desk 

has been pre-set to a certain sound level so the mixer controls labelled ‘Blue 

Tooth’ should not be moved. 

 

 

At the end of the evening: 

On the multi remote control press ‘Sound Desk’ caption which will de-activate 

the sound desk and return the remote control to its cradle on the bottom shelf in 

the Stage Sound and Lighting Box. 

Turn off power plugs situated at the rear of the bottom shelf in the Stage Sound 

& Lighting Box for the Sound Desk; Blue Tooth Adapter and the light. 

Press the power buttons to turn off the following equipment in the metal rack; 

Denon Amp, Amp 1 and Hearing Loop. 
 

 

Lock the metal cabinet and return the key to its location in the Stage Sound & 

Lighting Box. 

Caption Used For 

Watch Blu Ray1 DVD or Blue Ray Disks 

Watch Blu Ray2 DVD or Blue Ray Disks 

Enable Sound Desk Microphones & Blue Tooth Adapter 

Enable FOH Audio VGA connection 

Stage HDMI HDMI Connection (No microphones) 


